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New In Store
	
	[image: ]Lucky Dip DELUXE. Lot 57

	£4.99 £4.16
Add to basket
	
	[image: ]Transparent stained glass crazy paving 150g

	£5.94 £4.95
Add to basket



Product Categories
Product categories
	All Products (1276)	41 (0)



	All Vitreous 10mm Tiles (126)	203 Tile Sheets from from only £3.58 (40)
	81 Tile Sheets from Only £1.54 (38)
	841 Tile Sheets from Only £8.65 (38)
	Bargain 10mm Mix Hobby Packs (11)



	All Vitreous 20mm Tiles (90)	2cm Bargain Hobby Packs (14)
	75 Packs from Only £1.48 (39)
	Full 225 Tile Sheets from Only £3.38 (37)



	Antique and Moon stones (42)	Antique Stones (24)
	Moon Stones (19)



	Ceramic Glazed 10mm Tiles (87)	Ceramic Glazed 10mm Tiles 196 Quarter Sheets from £3.48 (28)
	Ceramic Glazed 10mm Tiles 784 Tile Full sheets From £9.95 (28)
	Ceramic Glazed 10mm Tiles 81 Mini Tile sheets From £1.85 (29)
	Ceramic Glazed 10mm Tiles Mixed bags (5)



	Ceramic Shapes (11)
	Classic Round Gems (19)
	Darling Dotz (57)	Classic Darling Dotz (35)
	Iridescent Pearlised Darling Dotz (22)



	Flexible Cloth/Mesh Backed Mirror Tiles (14)
	Fused Handmade Glass Petals (11)
	Gift cards (1)
	Glitter Tiles 20mm (12)
	Gold Dust 10mm Tiles (58)	10mm Gold Dust Mixes (4)
	203 X 10mm Tile Gold Dust Sheets (18)
	81 X 10mm Tile Gold Dust Sheets (18)
	841 X 10mm Tile Gold Dust Full Sheets (18)



	Gold Dust Tiles 20mm (59)	225 X 20mm Tile Gold Dust Sheets (20)
	25 X 20mm Tile Gold Dust Sheets (19)
	75 X 20mm Tile Gold Dust Sheets (20)



	Grouts and Adhesives (39)	1kg Packs of Coloured tile Grout (9)
	2kg Packs of Coloured Grout (8)
	500g Bags of Coloured tile Grout (9)
	5kg Packs of Coloured tile Grout (9)
	Tile Adhesives, Silicone, PVA (4)



	Iridescent 10mm Tiles (67)	10mm Iridescent Mixes (4)
	203 Iridescent Sheets. Mosaic Tile Packs (21)
	81 Iridescent Sheets. Mosaic Tile Packs (21)
	841 Iridescent Full Sheet Tile Packs (22)



	Iridescent 20mm Tiles (71)	225 Iridescent Full Sheets (24)
	25 Tile Iridescent Sheets (23)
	75 Tile Iridescent Sheets (24)



	Iridescent Round Gems (19)
	Jumble Corner. End of line & One Offs (92)
	Loose 10mm Tile Mixes (27)	1600 Tile packs from only £11.94 (14)
	400 x 10mm Mixes from £3.55 (13)



	Micro Tiles (27)
	Millefiori Mosaic Beads (20)	25 Gram Bags of millefiori mosaic beads (10)
	50 Gram bags of millefiori mosaic beads (10)



	Mini Stained Glass Tile Packs (9)
	Mosaic 20mm Blends (28)
	Mosaic Boxes and Bases (20)
	Mosaic Pendants (4)
	Mosaic Pigments (8)
	Mosaic Tool Kits (7)
	Mosaic Tools and equipment (33)	Cutting/Nippers (11)
	Health & Safety (4)
	Mesh, Tapes & Grids (7)
	Spreading & Grouting (9)



	New 15mm Coloured Mirror (50 Tile Packs) (7)
	Ottoman Micro Mosaic Tiles (40)
	Ready to Make Mosaic Kits. Everything included. Great Fun to make (81)	Bargain Mirror Kits from only £11.65 (17)
	Coaster Kit 4 packs (10)
	Festive Mosaic Coaster kits (8)
	Large Mirror Kits from £24.95 (21)
	Picture Frame & Mirror kits (6)
	Treasure Chest Kits from only £13.95 (10)
	Wooden Mosaic Box Kits (9)



	Self Adhesive Mirrorflex sheets (10)
	Silver Mosaic Mirror Tiles (22)	Hand Cut Silver Mirror Tiles (8)
	Laser Cut Silver Mirror Tiles (10)
	Round / Hexagonal Mosaic Mirror Centers (4)



	Stained Glass (32)	Crazy Paving (7)
	Stained Glass Sheets (23)		Coloured Mirror Sheets (0)



	Stained Glass Tiles (2)



	Topsy Turvy Triangles (10)
	Trapezoids NEW! (12)
	Unglazed Porcelain 20mm Tiles (15)	Unglazed Porcelain 225 single Full Sheets (4)
	Unglazed Porcelain 25 Tile Single Sheets (6)
	Unglazed Porcelain 75 Tile Single Sheets (5)
	Unglazed Porcelain Large Mixed Blends (0)
	Unglazed Porcelain Small Mixed Blends (0)



	Unglazed Porcelain Winckelmans (30)	12mm Unglazed Porcelain Winckelmans (15)
	20mm Unglazed Porcelain Winckelmans (15)



	Variety and Mega Kits (14)



Popular Products
	
	[image: ]Full sheet of 225 White 20mm Vitreous Mosaic Tiles

	£3.38 £2.82
Add to basket
	
	[image: ]A Iridescent Darling Dotz Mix #48

	£1.49 £1.24
Add to basket
	
	[image: ]20mm Unglazed Porcelain White – Winckelmans (off White)

	£3.98 £3.32
Add to basket
	
	[image: ]Full sheet of 225 Black 20mm Vitreous Mosaic Tiles

	£3.79 £3.16
Add to basket




				

			


		
	



		

	


	
	
		

							
									
						About usMosaic Heaven is a family run business based in Market Deeping, Lincolnshire. It was founded in 2001, by Joe Draper and Kate Duffy while they were still living in Barmouth, Wales.


	They started selling mosaic tiles when Joe, an expert in stained glass and ceramics, found it difficult to source tiles for a mosaic project.
Joe & Kate take their customers' happiness very seriously and you will find their customer service second to none!



	In addition their tiles are the best priced mosaics on the market and the best quality available. With over 5 million tiles in stock, I am sure that you will find what you need.



	Buy with total with confidence at Mosaic Heaven.



					

											
						Why Mosaic Heaven?We post every day even with the standard delivery option



Local authority, school and colleges accounts available with great discounts. 


VAT is included, so you can easily compare and see we hold the best prices



We have huge stocks so you will not run out half way through your project.



100% refunds if not satisfied. Dedicated customer relations team. No risk with your purchase.



Supplying quality mosaic materials for over a decade with tens of thousands of happy customers.

					

											
						Contact Mosaic Heaven
	Phone: 01778 380989




	joe@mosaicheaven.com




Unit 9 Peacock Square

Northfields Ind Est

Market Deeping

Lincolnshire

PE6 8LW
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[image: Cleantalk Pixel]We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept All


Manage consent

  
	
		  
			
			Close
		  
		  
			
	
		
			
				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.

				

							

		

		
												
						
							
								Necessary							
															
									
									Necessary
								

								Always Enabled
													

						
							
								
									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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									Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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									Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
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									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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									Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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